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Fat Joe makes campus visit
Fat Joe signs autographs
By Keith Barbee
krts and Entertainment Editor
The persisleiil crowd Ihul filled
Tennessee State University's Floyd-
Payne Campus Center Lounge on
Thursday, Oct. 29 shoved glossys, posters
and CD jackets in the face of Latino
recording artist Fat Joe for his autograph.
Fat Joe's visit extended for over an
hour. As music from his third effort, Don
Cartagena played, students answered
questions about Atlantic Records artists
and received promotional CDs, tapes and
posters.
As Joe signed the last autograph, he
drew two names for the prize pack which
included a t-shirt, the CD, an album, a
glossy picture and a "phat" Fat Joe poster.
PHOTO BY JOHN CARROLL
Joe has been quoted as saying that he
got into the business to be a superstarand
not an around-the-way rapper. "It's very
important to have commercial success
and that's unfortunate," Joe said. "I don't
like how it's being run. You have to make
radio records because radio dictates the
trend.
"You have to have an R & B beat or
hook. Look at Biggie and Puffy's biggest
hits, it's unfortunate." Fat Joe even
dropped history. "Hip hop started under
ground speaking about problems," he
said. "It went mainstream and they took
that."
Joe confessed to partially buying into
that mentality. "We make one or two
radiojoints, but 80 percent of it is how we
want it- hardcore," he said.
Joe's latest disc is titled Don
Cartagena for definite reason. His last
name is actually Cartagena and Joe added
that "don" is a word that means "respect"
in Spanish. -
Joe is obviously determined to get his
credit because of the dues that he has
paid. "I was the first Latino pioneer," Jie
said. "Pun came out and sold two million,
but many artists have bomb first albums
and then follow with disappointments."
Joe is very proud of the slow but cer
tain success he has garnered. Each album
has continued to out sell the previous and
further establish Joe as a true Don.
"DMX and Pun haven't paid any
dues," he said. "I've fought odds and I'm
the realist rapper in the game."
Joe noted that 98 percent of rappers
don't live what they rap about, which he
says is cool because music is entertain
ment.
Joe's latest disc is a who's who of hip
hop's elite. "I have a lot of relationships
and 1 never ask for favors," he said. "Your
successful friends will consider you a true
friend and help you if you don't ask for
it."
Joe stated there are reasons for doing
everything, for instance, the businesses
that he has opened in his South Bronx
hometown. "I opened as a symbol to the
community to empower ourselves," Joe
said. "I want to let shorties know that I
came from welfare."
He was very adamant about the influ
ence that hip hop artists have on the fash
ion industry. "Companies send us free
gear to wear in our videos, you see us and
buy it so that you can rock it and they
benefit from us," he said. "I created my
own line to benefit us and to eliminate the
middle man."
see "Fat Joe" on page 10
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On the side of the Floyd-Payne Canapu|
Center facing 33rd Sc. is a the airplane onc6
flown by four-star Gen. Lloyd W. "Fig'*
Newton who was honored as the grand mar
shal of the homecoming parade. I
Gen. Newton is a TSU alumnus whq
graduated in 1966 with a bachelor of scienc^
degree in aviation education and a graduate
of the Reserve Officer Training Corps pro|
gram in the same year. ^
Newton is the only African-Americaii'
who is a four-star general in the Air Force. He
is proud that he is the only Black, but it never
came to his mind when he was appointed to,
the position.
"1 didn't think about being the only-
African-American when I became one," he
said. "No matter what your ethnic back^
ground it should be about getting the job
see "Newton" on page 10
Court Villa off the hook during Homecoming
By Mia Evans
News Writer
Residents of the Court Villa
Apartment Complex experienced a week
end of isolation and frustration when their
telephone lines were down during home
coming weekend.
According to Tennessee State
University's manager of telecommunica
tions, James Hollowell, the dysfunction of
the phone system was beyond the univer
sity's control. "It was a Bell South tele
phone company problem," he said.
The problem left students housed at
the Court Villa with limited communica
tion abilities. "The only people I could call
were the residents of Court Villa
Apartments," said Alexander Sellers, a
junior electrical engineering major. "But
besides that, I couldn't dial out because if
I dialed 9, the line was busy."
Students were forced to search for
other resources to use in place of their own
telephones. "We had to use alternate
sources of communication in order to
communicate with people outside (of
Court Villa)," said Larrell Wilkinson, a
junior biology/premed major. "We either
had to go on campus or go to a pay
phone."
Many students relied on their pagers
to get in contact with friends and family.
However, this posed a problem as well.
"We couldn't check the messages on our
pagers...or voice mail... because the phone
lines were down," said Wilkinson.
According to students, the telephone
malfunction could not have occurred at a
more inopportune time. It prevented many
residents from being able to contact their
out of town guests.
Kara Hooker, junior biology major,
said, "I was frustrated because I was sup
posed to have people coming into town...I
couldn't get in contact with them, so I did
n't see them all week."
see "Residents" on page 11
Community
Calendar
November 4 & 5 - Community First
Aid and Safety classes at the
American Red Cross, offered to stu
dents for $30 (a $15 discount). From
9 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Call the Red
Cross office at 327-1931 for more
information.
November 5 - WNBA, the Women's
National Book Association, hosts
"Adventures in Minority Publishing,"
at 5 p.m. in the Second Floor Atrium
at Davis-Kidd Booksellers in Green
Hills.
November 6 • Open Mic Poetry at 9
p.m. and Local Film / Video Night at
12 p.m., at the Emma Center (514 5th
Ave. South). Call the Emma Center at
254-6625 for more information.
November 6 - Open Mic Poetry Night
with Navita, 7:30 p.m. at Kijiji Coffee
House. Call Kijiji at 321-0403 for
more information.
November 9 - "The Concord Sonata"
performance at David Lipscomb
University's Ward Lecture Auditorium
at 8 p.m. Call DLU's Music '
Department at 269-1000, ext. 2258 for
more information.
November 10 & 11 - Standard First
Aid Classes at the American Red
Cross, from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday, and 6 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Thursday. Offered to students for $16
( a $14 discount). Call The Red Cross
offices at 327-1931 for more informa
tion.
November 13 - Friday Night Poetry
with Navita, 7:30 p.m. at Kijiji Coffee
House. Call Kijiji at 321-0403 for
more information.
November 14 - Open Mic Poetry
readings at the Table of Contents at 8
p.m., on the second Saturday of each
month. Call 269-4991 for more infor
mation.
Through November 15 - 25th Annual
Jewish Book Fair at the Jewish
Community Center of Nashville, at
801 Percy Warner Blvd. Call the JCC
at 356-7170 for more information.
November 17 - History of Non-
Violent Resistance film, 7 p.m. at the
Emma Center (514 5th Ave. South).




The Urban Journal upholcls founder's ideals
"Running both offices was pretty
tiring," he said. "When I was at the
Memphis office the business would fail
off at the Nashville office and when I
was at the Nashville office, the Memphis
office would fall off." Three years later,
the name of The Metropolitan Times
was changed to Times Mirror, Tenne-tsee
to give the paper a name that would rep
resent the greater Nashville area.
The Times Mirror title lasted
through 1997. Dueto a potential lawsuit
from a Times Mirror publishing corpora
tion, which owns newspapers such as
The Los Angeles Times and The
Baltimore Sun, over copyright infringe
ment, the paper had to change its name
again. This time it became The Urban
Journal.
The new publication still upholds its
founder's personal conviction of uplift
ing the community by using what he
calls "responsible journalism."
"You always have to be cognizant
of how your article is effecting the pub
lic, so it is not that you're being illegal,
but you're not being forthright," he said.
"When you're doing that, you're not ser
vicing your community or the reader."
Though business has been good,
By Timothy O. Bond
Community View Writer
Of all the strong voices to come out
of Tennessee State University like Oprah
Winfrey and Samuel Yette, few know of
TSU graduate Sam Latham who found
ed The Urban Journal, one of the most
successful Black newspapers in
Tennessee.
Latham graduated from TSU in the
'60s with a degree in biology and began
his path of informing people by teach
ing. After teaching biology in high
school for two years, Latham attended
Nashville Tech to study graphic design
while working free of charge for the
Baptist Publishing Board.
In 1979, Latham founded the
Metropolitan Times successfully despite
17 failed predecessors. "I have always
felt that ethnic groups, especially
African Americans, needed their own
voice and that didn't exist prior to The
Metropolitan Times," he said.
After 14 years of serving urban
Nashville, reporting everything from
sports to politics in the Black communi
ty, Latham then branched out to
Memphis and created The Memphis
Times.
He was not happy with the results of




By Trade Q. Gilbert
Community View Writer
Despite chilly early morningtemper
atures, spirits were high as Tennessee
State University students took part in the
first Gilda's Walk on Oct. 10.
The Pre-Alumni Council sponsored
the walk for Gilda's Club, an organization
founded by comedian Gene Wilder after
the death of his wife, former Saturday
Night Live actress Gilda Radner, who suc
cumbed to ovarian cancer in 1989.
"I fee! that this is a veryworthy cause
because I have a lot of family members
with cancer," Shelia Thomas, graduate
assistant for Alumni Affairs and coordina
tor for Gilda's Walk, said. "I was diag
nosed with cancer when I was 18, but the
lump was removed."
Since October was Breast Cancer
Awareness month, Thomas thought it
would be a good idea to raise campus
awareness about the disease, and help the
club at the same time.
see "Students" on page 3
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Sam Latham
Latham points out that one of the great
est hindrances to Black journalism busi
nesses is getting financing. "There are
still some prejudices," he said. "It is
probably the lastfrontier in terms of get
ting the capital to run the business."
Latham's future plans include the
establishment of the paper in at least 10
major cities throughout the Southduring
the next three years. He will begin an
expansion project in February by devel
oping leaders through a training process
and sending them to different cities. •
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AIDS Walk falls short of monetary goal
By Thaddeus Flowers
Community View Writer
Nashville CARES, Tennessee's lead
ingcommunity-based AIDS service orga
nization, fell $10,000 short of their goal
for funds raised at the 7th annual AIDS
Walk, although it was by far the largest,
most attended and most popular in
Nashville history.
The primary goal of this year's Walk
was to secure $185,000 for the organiza
tion. All of Nashville CARES' funding
must be acquired through fund raisers like
theAIDS Walk— with about half coming
from individual donations and events.
Therefore, it is imperative that CARES
not only reach, but exceed thegoals in
order to maintain the services it provides.
Nashville CARES' mission is to pro
mote comprehensive and compassionate
assistance to persons with HIV and AIDS-
related illnesses through education, advo
cacy and support services. Last year
alone, Nashville CARES provided almost
19,000 meals to those home-bound with
AIDS or HIV, educated close to 60,000
people in work-
shops
ple began a three mile trek around
Bicentennial Mall and through downtown
Nashville.
Most AIDS Walk coordinators and
Nashville CARES personnel are not upset
at falling short of their goal, and still
anticipate being able to accomplish what
is needed for the Nashville community.
AIDS Walk co-chair Ed Cassidy is
still proud of the results. "We challenged
ourselves with an ambitious goal this
year, to accomplish much more than we
did last year for those in Middle
Tennessee who count on the services
Nashville CARES provides," Cassidy
said.
"That's just what we've done."
Others are concentrating more on the
services that still need to be provided.
"HIV is still out there and the numbers are
still rising," said Timothy Gistover, a
member of Nashville CARES' executive
board.
Fortunately, proceeds from the 1998
walk exceeded last year's total by 25 per-
viduals and families find permanent hous
ing. Currently, 1,200 men, women arid
children are receiving support from
Nashville CARES.
Because there is no charge for any
Nashville CARES service, it is crucial
that enough money is raised to keep the
programs running.
On Sunday Oct. 18, over 5,000 peo
Students participate in walk
from page 2
Following a pre-walk work
out, students cheered and sang as
they walked from Goodwill
Manor to various buildings on
campus. Afterward, participants
communed with donuts and punch
in the Goodwill Manor Parlor.
Students who walked felt this
was a very important andexciting
event.
Kendrick Vaughns, vice pres
ident of the Fre-Alumni Council,
said, "This gives a great opportu
nity for the P. A.C. to unite for a
worthy cause."
Pre-Alumni Council member
Heneliaka Jones agreed. "1 feel
very fulfilled after doing this, not
only physically, but also emotion
ally, because there are few times
when I can donate my time and
services for such a good cause,"
she said.
Pre-Alumni Council advisor
and Director of Alumni Relations
Margaret Whitfield also felt the
event was positive.
"I feel this is one of the
worthwhile projects that P.A.C.
has undertaken...it shows that
TSU students are concerned about
the welfare of others in our com-
nicrn/ty," she said. "Events Vike
these are seldom, if ever, recog
nized by the local media."
While the crowd mostly con
sisted of Pre-Alumni Council
members, various campus organi
zations and businesses in the com
munity also sent their support and
financial contributions.
Phi Beta Lambda Business
Fraternity donated$25, and sever
al of its members participated in
the walk, including chapter presi
dent Calishian Seabrooks. "We
know that it will all go to a good
cause- it's worth it," she said.
The Student Teacher
Education Association also
chipped in with S20, along with
Kim's Hair, a local beauty supply
store, and the Mount Zion
Missionary Baptist Church with
$25 and $200 respectively.
Thomas said the money will be
given to club organizers next
month. •
Did you know...
The Vatican is the only country that has a
population, but no birth rate?
Benjamin Franklin was featured on the





Mayo'8Crttieal Care Nurseliitemshfp Program
provides the education and skills you will need
tobea competent critical care nurse. The
program is designed for professional nurses
who are entering critic^ care nursing.
Mm/o's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program is
offered annually orsemi-annually by the Mayo
Department ofNursing. The program includes
tzDO phases:
Phase I- An initialplacement in a paid
position on a medical/suigical patient care
unit in a Mayohospitalforone year.
Phase II --A tuition-free12vreek paid
internship dividedintotwoparts: Classroom
Sessions, Skills Lateratories and Advanced
Cardiac Life Support(96 hours/15.5 daj^).
Clinical Specialty Assignment witha
Preceptor(12weeks).
Ciitiad care at MayoClinic willexposeyou to
opportuuniHtes and experiences thatcannotbe
rejkicated. Mayo has mote than 17Q aidcai
(sre beds on 10 critical care units, numerous
stepdown beds,and an Emergency/Trauma
Unit,whid\ is a designated Level! regional
traumacenter.Theappiicatton deadlineis
February 1,1999 withprogram start date of
July 1999.
Mayo CNhIg & Hospft^
Human Resources







November 4 - "Islam, the Perfect
Path," LRC Auditorium, 6 p.m.
November 5 - Baptist Student
Union meeting, LRC Auditorium, 6
p.m.
November 5 - "Fashion and Talent
Show," Heiman Street Apts., 7 p.m.
November 6 - Pan African
Business Forum, FPCC Rooms
210, 217 & 219, 9 a.m.
November 7 - Pan African
Business Forum, FPCC Room 210,
9 a.m.
November 7 - Volleyball vs. South
East Missouri State Univ., Kean
Hall, 2 p.m.
November 8 - Volleyball vs.
Eastern Illinois University, Kean
Hall, 5 p.m.
November 10 - Engineering
Lecture Series, FPCC Forum, 6:30
p.m.
November 10 - West Coast
Connection meeting, FPCC Room
319,8:30 p.m.
November 10 - Tiger Victory
Fellowship, LRC Auditorium, 7- 9
p.m.
November 11 - Self-Defense semi
nar, Eppse Hall, 7:30 p.m.
November 11 - Movie Night
"Titanic," Heiman St. Apartments,
6:30 p.m.
November 12 - Baptist Student
Union meeting, LRC Auditorium, 6
p.m.
November 12 - International
Coffee Hour, FPCC Room. 319,11
a.m.- 1 p.m.
November 12 - "Soul Tie," FPCC
Forum, 6:30 p.m.
November 14 - Kwanzaa celebra
tion, Kean Hall, 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
November 16 - Christmas Tree cer
emony, FPCC courtyard, 6 p.m.
November 17 - Honors Program,
FPCC Forum, 7 p.m.
November 17 - Tiger Victory
Fellowship, LRC 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
iNovember 18 - Alpha's "Male and
Female Relationships," FPCC
Fomm, 7 p.m.
November 18 - "Islam, the Perfect
Path," LRC Auditorium, 6 p.m.
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From where I sit
In the midst of all the bliss and excitement tliat
college brings, namely at Tennessee State University,
everyone seems to thrive for a place to belong. It
appears that belonging has become a measurement of
status for the TSU student population. The question
is, where do you fit in at TSU?
Most TSU students are connected to something,
be it cities, classifications, clubs, majors, fraternities,
sororities or places of residency. Each group has at
least one element characterizing its uniqueness which
is reflected through the people that represent thebody
as whole.
Whenever an opportunity arises for individuals to
be recognized, students can be identified according to
the sets, which are hand signs, that they extend in the
air or the vocal calls that ring from the walls. ThisJus
tifies the importance of recognition at TSU.
As a freshman or transfer student these connec
tions can have a positive influence on a student's col
legiate future at TSU. As you advance further in your
academic career at this prestigious university, it
becomes evident that if you do uoi belong, meaning
belonging to some group and ororganization, you will
have a hard time gaining acceptance.
It is vital and beneficial for students to network,
to become affiliated and to flourish socially while
attending TSU. It isequally important for students to
understand that their affiliations should not take over
their character.
Ironically enough, some students' ties to certain
groups are sostrong that they allow the organizations
orgroups to make them who they are, which alienates
them from the university.
It is inevitable that you will belong somewhere
because youexist, however, in thinking of theStudent
Govemment Association's theme, "Rebuilding the
Tradition, Reuniting theFamily," our family seems to
be doing just the opposite. Instead of uniting, divi
sions are constantly being made, casting a stigma that
will eventually be detrimental to the family.
It is time for our family to stand united as one.
This does not mean disassociating oneself from their
organizations and groups. It simply concentrates the
idea of family.
In a family, each individual has a role, which is
used to uplift the family as a whole. Consider every
thing and anything that you belong to, affiliated with
theuniversity, asanessential partof progression. You
would never find the sister or brother of a family rep
resenting themselves solely.
If it is understood that TSU is a family then why
is everyone striving to belong? When you made the
decision to join TSUyou wereadopted intoa tradition
of unity and family, therefore you already belong.
Representing different groups and organizations
is encouraged, however, it is important to remember
your ultimate affiliation, which is TSU.
Ambre S. ^ipter was started.
Brown in 1948 after carefully studying
the student handbook, Yette real
ized students were paying a fee
for a student publication they
: did not have. After mustering up
' the courage to approach the uni-
Editor in ^ varsity president, Walter S.
, Davis Jr., Yette asked him why
there was no newspaper.
Davis told Yette it had to be initi
ated by an act of the student council,
* who had to develop a publications
j Qf- board. Yette said Davis thought he
had settled the issue, but Yette did not
give up so easily. Ever so determined,
Yette ran for student council and won.
Once elected, he was in office with
eight of his fraternity brothers from
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and
talked them into letting him start a
student puWicslions uosird.
Needless to say Davis was sur-
prised when Yette, now a member of
the student council and chair of the
student publications board, returned to
the president's office. But he would
notgive in easily. He challenged Yette
jjjg to submit to him a "program of
work." Davis asked Yette to tell him
why he felt the university needed a
rd a newspaper, what purpose would it
.jgg serve, who would do what, when
ider wonld it be done, how and so forth.
Yettesaid Davis really thought he had
Iain him then.
j However, three months later,
jygj. Yette returned with the information in
^ j hand with hopes ofstarting a college
^g newspaper. Yette, who said he remem-
^g bers this as if it was "this moming,"
^jlg said Davis told him, "I did not think
^ere we had a faculty member onthis cam-
^ pus who could do this."
Davis then looked him in the eye
^g and said, "why do you want to put a
newspaper on this campus?" Yette said
he thought the answer was obvious,
The history of
tlllE iHetEr
For the second year, members of
•^Tlje ifleter staff woke up in the early
hours of moming to participate in the
Homecoming Parade. After the
parade, we continued our new tradi
tion with the second Homecoming
OpenHouse in the newspaper office.
Despite a seasonal cold, I was
delighted to sec the families of the
newspaper staff members and some
^Retcralumni of yesteryear. The event
was scheduled to last from noon until
2 p.m. When all of the family mem
bers had ealen their share of chicken
wings and vegetables, I and six other
people were preparing to clean the
office around 1:45 p.m. when I heard
the door swing open.
From around the comer I hear
cheerful "hello!" and to my surprise,
in walked Samuel Yette, the founder
of Cljc iHctcr.
Immediately I thought to expl
to him why more people were not in
the office, but he was still in awe over
the amount of office space we had. I
thought about explaining to him the
computer and budget problems we
have been experiencing, but his smile
quietly reminded me that these were
problems he never had to deal with.
As he ate his chicken, he asked
each of the staff members their name,
major and what they were studying.
He then began to tell the story of how
but answered him anyway.' To report
the campus highlights, sir," he told the
president.
Davis looked at him and said, "I
know about that, but what are you
going to do about the low-lights?
Samuel Yette looked Walter S. Davis
in the eye in the spring of 1949 and
said, "Sir, we'll just have to report
those too."
And that is how tlCbc Jffleter was
started.
Yette sponsored a contest for stu
dents to develop the best name.
Claude Torey, an industrial arts major
came up with iSleter. "He named
it such because he was in the measur
ing business," Yette said. "He thought
that a meter would be a measure of
student opinion."
Yette went on to graduate school
at Indiana University and worked for
several publications, including The
Chattanooga Times, a special series
for Life magazine with famed photog
rapher Gordon Parks, the Baltimore
Afro-American, was an associate edi
tor of Ebony, The Dayton Journal
Herald, and was the "Jackie Robinson
of Newsweek" (the first Black) before
writing his book. The Choice. He is
now a national syndicated columnist
in Silver Spring, Md. and active alum
nus.
When he attended TSU there
were three joumalism classes, no com
munications department or even an
office. But had it not been for his
vision and above all, courage, who
knows what the campus newspaper
would be like, or even if TSU would
have a campus paper at all.
No, Samuel Yette did not have
the computer or budget problems I
now experience, but he did have the
assistance heneeded to start a newspa
per and develop a legacy... a legacy I
am proud to say I am now a partof. •
Look for a tribute to W.J. Hale Stadium In




establish your credit you
♦ won't have any credit histo-
f ry. So most creditors also
consider other factors of sta-
^ bility like time on job or at
residence. Collateral refers
to what you own that will
secure the loan and protect
the creditor from loss should you
be unable to repay them. This
includes things like a car or a
savings account.
Though you don't always
need all three to be granted cred
it, any one of these will be suffi
cient. What if none of the three
C's apply to you? Don't fret,
and by all means, don't feel that
youare forced to settlefor one of
those "everybody is approved"
loans and/or credit cards.
Everybody gets approved
because everybody gets charged
a sinful interest rate (some are as
much a 22.9 percent).
An excellent first credit card
to have to establish credit is a
secured credit card. A secured
credit card works just like a reg
ular credit card except it must be
secured or backed by a savings
account. The balance in the sav
ings account is subsequently
your credit limit for the card.
Secured credit cards are "credit
builders" for those trying to
establish or reestablish credit.
Be sure to make purchases
Marci J, Garner
Financial Reporter
How to establish and
maintain credit
The last issue was sort of a
Credit 101 course. But what do
you do to establish credit? It is
important to understand that the
right reason for wanting to estab
lish credit is not to buy some
thing that you can't afford at the
time. But instead, you should
establish credit so that you can
be among thosefortunate enough
to have good, established credit.















credit, it is important to shop
around for the interest rate. Look
out for things like annual fees
and transaction fees. Be sure to
read the fine print because that is
where all the hidden fees are.
Creditors are required by two
laws, the Truth in Lending and
Consumer Leasing, to disclose
all fees to consumers up front. So
beware of credit grantors that are
reluctant to show you all their
fees.
You should know what cred
it grantors are seekingfrom con
sumers. In order to determine the
level of creditworthiness, most
creditors look for the three C's:
capacity, character and collateral.
Capacity refers to your abili
ty to pay back a loan. Creditors
measure yourcapacity with ques
tions like; Do you have a job?, Is
that job steady?. What is your
income?, What are your other
expenses and debt obligations?
Character refers to your willing
ness to pay back a debt.
Normally creditors look at your
credit history with other credi




on your credit card that you can
afford to pay off at the end of the
month. This will save you from
paying excessive interest
charges. This also looks good on
your credit report because it
shows that you keep an open,
active credit account with a zero
balance every month.
Other ways to establish cred
it include opening and maintain
ing a checking/savings account.
Though these do not show up on
your credit report, it shows that
you have access to money and a
way to pay back loans promptly
with checks. You could also try a
department store card. But keep
the amount of credit accounts to
a minimum, because an exces
sive amount of credit accounts is
a warning sign to creditors that
you may have more debt than
you can handle.
You should be aware of your
rightsas a first timecredit seeker.
Many students are turned down
for credit because of their age.
This is illegal. The Equal Credit
Opportunity Act states that no
one can be refused credit or dis
couraged from applying for cred
it on the basis of age, sex, marital
status, race, color, religion, or
national origin. If you feel like
you are being discriminated
against, you have the right to
request a det^uled explanation as
to why you were denied credit.
Once you have established
some credit, make sure that you
maintain a good credit standing.
Continue to pay your bills on
time and request a copy of your
credit report at least twice a year.
If you have been denied credit
from someone, you can receive a
copy of your report for free.
Otherwise, credit reports usually
cost about $8.
If you encounter any errors
on your report, notify your local
credit bureau and the creditor
that made the error within 60
days of the error. If you and a
creditor disagree about an error
you must write a brief report
about your side of the story and
send it to your local credit
bureau. Unfortunately, even if
yourerror is resolved, a recordof
your dispute will .stay on your
report. Though this may look
questionable to some creditors,
you can't be denied credit
because of it.
Establishing and maintain
ing credit is easy. But once you
slip into the abyss on bad credit,
it is hard to come back to the land
of good credit. The next article
will address this topic. Until
then, if you have any questionsor
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SGA rebuilds theTSU family
PHOTO BY DANNY BROWN
SGA President Quanita Johnson inducts the House of Delegates.
By Mia Evans
News Writer
Quanita C. Johnson and Ashley
Jefferson were officially sworn in as
Student Government Association presi
dent and vice president on Oct. 21.
The SGA presidential inauguration
marked the beginning of a new era at






"rebuilding the tradition (and) reuniting
our family" which was the theme of the
ceremony. Held in the Forum of the Floyd
PayneCampus Center, this year's inaugu
ration attracted students and faculty alike
who waited in anticipation for the night's
events to unfold.
Johnson's inaugural address was one
of the highlights of the evening. "We [the
SGA] are challenging you [the students].





Located between Tower Books and
Tower Records
A .qSSOSOqj
2404 West End Ave
329-3006
year who are willing to work for each of
you," Johnson said. "Utilize us, for we
cannot do anything unless you hold us
accountable for doing that."
President James A. Hefner, who
administered the oath of office, said,
"Quanita is one of the best presidents that
I have been privileged to know during my
15 years as a college president. She has a
sensitivity that we need in an SGA presi
dent and she has the welfare of the stu
dents in mind...We can expect an out
standing year."
Also inaugurated were the student
govemment officers and executive assis
tants. As a hallmark occasion, this year
marked the first inauguration in which
every member of the Student Union Board
of Governors, the Student Election
Commission and the General Assembly
were recognized and sworn into office.
Presided by Marquette Patterson, a
junior engineering major, the event
included musical performances by the
New Direction Gospel Choir of TSU and
senior Michelle Robinson. Thomas
Martin, the vice president of student
affairs, presented the occasion. There was
also a special video presentation by
Angela Dixon, former SGA president.
"The vision that I have for TSU is that
we get backthat richtradition of unity and
parentage here on our campus," Johnson
said. Johnson is confident that this year's
SGA will be "more visible and...more ver
bal."
This SGA administration is dedicated
to bridging the gapbetween an active stu
dent govemment and an unaware student
body. Under Johnson andJefferson's lead
ership, TSU comes first.













bring back some of the traditions that have
been lost," Jefferson said. "We want stu
dents to know that we are working, and
they can feel free and open to come to us
anytime."
Meianie Wilson, representative-at-
large, is optimistic about the coming year.
"1 see the SGA under Quanita Johnson's
administration taking the SGA to new
heights. It is our responsibility to raise the
bar," she said.
Demetrius Greer, the SGA advisor,
takes pride in the strong efforts the new
admini.stration has put forth. 'This group,
particularly, has done a very good job so
far. 1 think they encourage leadership,
(student) empowerment, and striving for
excellence," he said.
Tiara "Lady" Wilson, Miss TSU
1998-99, is also a voting member of the
Houseof Delegates. She shares in the pos
itive impact the SGA has made this school
year. "We're trying to be that motivating
force of unityamong the students, the fac
ulty and administration,"Wilson said.
"They're off to a good start," said
Johnnie Bond, 1997-98 SGA president.
"(The SGA) is keeping the students first,
getting them involved and providing the
leadership that they need."
The innovative efforts of the SGA
have not gone unnoticed by students.
Dave Ragland, vice president of the TSU
chapter of the Collegiate 100 Black Men,
said, "I'm very proud of this year's SGA.
They've taken steps to improve situations
oncampus...and to reach out to students. I
really admire that."
The 1998-99 SGA is driven to restore
and revitalize the family spirit of TSU.
"They indeed are pioneers," Greer s^d. •
SPRINGBREAK
Cancun, Florida, Jamaica,
South Padre, Bahamas, Etc.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices.
Book Early and Save !!!







PHOTO BY JOHN CARROLL
Miss Tennessee State University 1998-99 Tiara "Lady" Wilson has a tearful moment after
accepting her oath and crown at the 56th Coronation.
Wilson receives her crown
By Andrea Harper
News Writer
During the night of "A Golden Opportunity,"
the theme of the 56th annual Miss Tennessee State
University Coronation, Tiara "Lady" Wilson was
officially crowned the new MissTSU.
The coronation began when Student
Government Association Vice President Ashley
Jefferson offered prayer. SGA President Quanita
Johnson followed with the greeting and occasion.
"It was definitely an evening with a golden trea
sure," Johnson said.
The Master and Mistress of ceremonies were
senior Jonathon Blanchard and TSU's Director of
Public Relations Phyllis Quails-Brooks.
With a standing ovation, Jamilia Engram took
her final walk as Miss TSU 1997-98 .
"Jamila represented TSU well," said occupa
tional therapy major Pearlita Holness. "We will
miss her as she pursues other endeavors."
As the class queens were being presented,
Steevon Hunter, Mr. TSU 1997-98, played
"Ribbon in the Sky" on his saxophone. The queen's
court includes Miss Freshman, Kimberly Bryant;
Miss Sophomore, Mary Michelle Fleming; Miss
Junior, Pascia Weeden and Miss Senior, Nancy A.
Majors. Each member of the court was escorted by
a cadet from TSU's Air Force ROTO.
Tigerbelle captain Belinder Morgan followed
the procession of class queens, keeping with tradi
tion by carrying the official robe of royalty.
Wilson captured the audience's attention when
she stepped through the doors of Kean Hall in a
white gown with President James A. Hefner at her
side as her escort.
Miss Big and Beautiful, Kwanisha Walters,
said, " 1 am proud to be Lady's L.Y.L.A.S. (Love
You Like A Sister) sister, she was simply breathtak
ing."
The Royal Court and spectators witnessed
Wilson raise her right hand and receive the oath of
office from Hefner. Immediately following , the
charge to the queen was given by Thomas Martin,
vice president of student affairs.
"Continue obtaining your goals, never forget
that you represent the university and the student
body," Martin said.
Wilsons' little sister. Tiffany Nicole Wilson,
serenaded her "big sis," along with a touching per
formance by the TSU Dance Ensemble. The enter
tainment portion of the evening ended with senior
Cindy Pasley singing words of encouragement
through a musical selection.
During the course of the evening, many spe
cial presentations were given. L.Y.L.A.S., State
Senator Thelma Harper, Miss Meharry Medical
College 1998-1999; Paula Coates, Little Miss
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. and more than 70
organizational kings andqueens honored Wilson by
bringing gifts from her wish list.
After all presentations, Wilson surprised her
royal court along with their advisor Dale Williams
see "Coronation" on page 10
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The New Direction Gospel Choir of Tennessee StateUniversity
kicked off homecoming week on Oct.l8 with "An Evening In His
Presence," the theme for the annual gospel explosion held in Kean
Hall.
The choir began the concert with the first selection, "In His
Presence," which had the audience on its feet. The next number the
choir performed was "Reflections," which is a song about people
needing the Lord in their lives.
"The choir sang like they had angels surrounding them," said
freshman Josh Pitts.
The Rev. Chris Jackson prayed for the safety of homecoming
week and to bring more people to Christ. After the devotional ser
vice, Lora Springer, an adviser for the gospel choir, gave the wel
come and occasion.
Freshman Rochelle Nimbly from Knoxville, Tenn., said, "This
is a big impact, by starting off the week of homecoming with the
Lord."
other performers m > WeteOme BaCiC 'N
the gospel concert f I
included Cindy Pasley, StudeRtetllll
Steevon Hunter and Ann
McQueary.
Pasley sang "His
Eye Is On The Sparrow"
and "He's Working It
Out" Hunter caotureduut. tt m p a
the crowds attention brMflMfliigMttttTWw
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ofthe way." hwHw ^
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Just like runuiugback Karon Key in this touchdown run, Tennessee State ran away with the homecoming game victory over UT-
Martin 76-0. This was the lasthomecoming game played in Hale Stadium.
In front of a school-]
Tennessee State Tigers er
Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks
coming game in WilliamJas^
The Tigers will play int
um in downtown Nashville
win that much more special
Blue football.
Thousands of alumni cai
saw them rack up their high
they beat Kentucky State 8
make a statement because w(
ings," said receiver CoreySc
best team in the OVC (Ohio
will get people's attention."
TSU jumped out of the
of total offense and scoring
almost sealing the fate of the
"After the first quartet
Stacy Smith, a student from^
was over after the first quart
Even some of the UT-
toward the exit by halftime.
Shareef's style proves to be enough for Mr. TSU
»/ . . .. ,.1 I- L_
a song often played by the TSU Aristocrat ofBands
that really appealed to the students. " It's not T-S-
Me, it's T-S-U," said Shareef, in response to the
question asking in what ways would he represent
the school.
Shareef is the vice president of the University
Peer Counselors, as well as being involved in vari
ous other campus organizations.
Miss TSU 1998-99, Tiara "Lady" Wilson and
Reverend Joseph Warren Walker III, pastor of
Mount Zion Baptist Church served as the Mistress
and Master of Ceremonies for the Homecoming
event. Kean Hall was filled with students and other
spectators who came to enjoy the event and cheer
for their favorite contestant.
The Mr. TSU pageant was filled with excite
ment as the five contestants showed their talents and
fashion sense in the casual wear, swim wear, busi
ness wear and talent portions of the event. The five
finely dressed gentlemen opened the pageant with a
dance choreographed by SUBG's chairperson
Stacey Diltz and Trina Morris. The contestants
showcased their dancingabilities as theyperformed
and entertained the crowd. They were met with
cheers and loud applause.
First runner-up, Marquette Patterson, a St.
Louis native, impressed the audience and judges
with his swim wear scene. The scene began with a
video showing him breaking into the cafeteria to
steal food. The video ended with security guards
running after him and he suddenly appeared before
the audience to model his scuba gear to Michael
Jackson's "Smooth Criminal" playing in the back
ground. Patterson also entertained the crowd with a
dramatic poemdealing with the troubles Black men
face in today's society.
Second runner-up Dwayne Greene, a music
education majorand Drum Majorfor the Aristocrat
of Bands, showcased his talents with a dance routine
in the pageant. Greene closed out the casual scene
adorned in a white pinstriped double-breasted quar
ter-length jacket with matching slacks and a derby
on his head. He also shocked the crowd when he
rose from a footlocker wearing only a royal blue
bath towel with blue bikini style trunks and carrying
a long-stemmed red rose in the swim wear portion
of the pageant. Greene showed his pride for "Big
Blue" in his business wear scene clad in a royal blue
double-breasted suit with a white dress shirt.
Other contestants in the pageant where John
Daniels, a senior electrical and computer engineer
ing major from Chattanooga, Tenn. and Aaron
Alexander, a native of Atlanta,Ga., and a electrical
engineering/economics double major.
Before the judges' decision was announced, Mr.
TSU 1997-98 Steevon Hunter delivered a musical
goodbye to the student body during his final walk.
He expressed appreciation for the opportunity to
achieve some of his goals as Mr. TSU.
Judges for the pageant were Carolyn Hall, a
1997graduate of TSU,Bryant,LavetteClay, a 1998
graduate of the university, Lanetta Bell-Carson,
By LaTasha R. Barnes
News Writer
With an air of confidence and energetic style,
Reginald Shareef wascrowned Mr. Tennessee State
University in the pageant sponsored by the Student
Union Board of Governors on Oct. 20 in Kean Hall
of the Floyd-Payne Campus Center.
Kerry Bryant, a judge for the event, said, "His
energy, confidence and popularity were deciding
factors for my decision."
Competing with four other contestants,
Shareef, known to many as 'Cool Mill', a senior
computer science major from Pittsburgh, Pa., daz
zled the crowd with witty scenes expressing his love
and affection for TSU and the community. From his
opening scene when he exploded from a cart sport
ing a leather, royal blue jersey with 'TIGERS' writ
ten across the chest to his last scene where he
donned a chocolate brown three-piece checkered
suit as he taught children essential computer skills
for the next millennium.
Schoolpride led Shareef to decide to run for the
title. "I feel as if I am a role model for the student
body and I was the best representative for the job,"
he said. Shareef also entertained the audience with a
rap specifically geared toward the students and
engaged them to represent theirpartof thecountry.











•ecord crowd of 22,046, the
ibarrassed the University of
j76-0, winning the final home-
)er Hale Stadium,
le Tennessee Oilers' new stadi-
n the 1999 season, making the
or the alumni who support Big
ie out to support the Tigers and
St point total since 1966, when
1-0. "We're out here trying to
'd like to move up in the stand-
llivan. "We know we've got the
Valley Conference). This score
gate on fire, tallying 216 yards
30 points in the first quarter,
hapless Skyhawks.
I was really ready to go" said
•yersburg, Tenn. "I knew that it
r."
ylartin faithful began heading
Ifelt kind ofsorry forthem, but
then I was glad that we were winning," .said Dalyia Bailey, a
freshman from Chicago,111., "but we didn't have to beat them
so bad."
The Tigers offensive and defensive units were clicking
on all cylinders successfully permitting the Skyhawks from
scoring. TSU's productivity in this, its last homecoming
game in storied Hale Stadium, challenged many Tiger single
game records. The 924 total yards between TSU and UT-
Martin set a new school record and surpassed the previous
mark of 831 yards between the Tigers and Southeast
Missouri State in 1991.
The Tigers also compiled 737 yards of total offense,
including 364 rushing yards, their highest total in five years.
"TSU showed that they are not to be taken lightly this
season," senior Marcus Stennis said. "They have a good shot
at winning the OVC and if they keep playing like this they
will."
With the band blasting bars from the OutKast song
"SpottieOttieDopalicious" and playing traditional favorites
"Say La La" and "I'm So Glad", the atmosphere was filled
with excitement and hype for everyone.
Derek Diggs, a student at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale,said "I'm not even a student here, and I was
excited about the game. Wedon't get a chance to see this
atmosphere often."
With the win, TSU's record now stands at 5-2 and 3-1
in the OVC. They now control their own destiny in winning
the conference outright.With a victory against Eastern
Illinois on Saturday Oct. 31, the Tigers could almost seal
the OVC crown and restore a proud tradition of TSU foot-
see Tigers^ on page 15
• — financial aid advi-




'SUpageant was oneofseveral events
SUBG. The chair and co-chair for this
Tany McKie andTyler Jefferson. •
Homecoming Concert '98;
Cool, relaxed performers
excite fans in Gentry
By Metra Baugh




18-99/ Reginald Shareef showing
e "Tigerpride/'
On Friday, Oct. 23, an estimated 5,000 fans
flocked to the Gentry Center Complex on the main
campus of Tennessee Stale University to hear thecool
and relaxed sounds of Destiny's Child, Jagged Edge,
Goodie Mob, Jon B. and Shannon Sanders.
Throughout the week, admirers anticipated the
arrival of the assorted artists. "I primarily want to see
Goodie Mob perfomi "They Don't Dance No Mo',"
"Soul Food" and "Fly Away,"Chris Hall, a 26-year-old
English major, said. "I like Destiny's Child. They took
it to fantasy island on "With Me."
The concert was scheduled to start at 8 p.m., but
did not start until 8:35 p.m. The crowd .seemed irritat
ed, but excited.
Feelings of excitement changed upon learning that
Destiny's Child and Jagged Edge would not be show
ing up. Unfortunately, the opening act rap group Secret
Service did not soothe the broken hearts of the crowd.
"A lot of people were upset, a lot of guys may not have
been going to see Jon B. or Goodie Mob," Jamie
Burnett, former Student Union Board of Governors
Chairperson said. "They may have been going only to
see Destiny's Child."
see "students" on page 12
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PHOTO BY JOHN CARROLL
The Ladies of Wilson Hall celebrate after winning the Battle of the
Dorms competition.
Ladies of Distinction win battle
By T'Neisha Jackson
News Writer
The creativity and choreography of Mary Wilson Hall's Ladies of Distinction
led them to a first placevictory in the 1998-99Battle of the Dorms.
"We put our hearts into it," freshman LaTanya Oats said . "We were happy
because we worked real hard."
About 25 of the dorm's residents participated in the Oct. 19 homecoming
event under the guidance of Fana Nassir, a resident assistant.
"I decided on what we would do and dance to," said Nassir, coordinator of
Battle of the Dorms.
The residents of Wilson Hall started practicing in mid-September and spent
hours practicing until the nightbefore the competition held in Kean Hall.
The winningroutine began with a flashback to the '70s as the ladies danced to
"Brick House." They then visited the '80s with a breakdancing routine before pro
gressing to the '90s with dance routines to Janet Jackson's "Rhythm Nation" and
Aaliyah's "Are YouThat Somebody".
Oats, along with freshmen Karmin Dixon, Joscelyne Gibson,Joye Giddon and
Shonda Hunt helped choreograph the dance sequences.
"It was hard, but they ended up doing well," Nasir said. She noted it was dif
ficult to get the girls to leam the dance routines.
One of the more impressive dance routines was the one performed to "Are You
That Somebody" where outfits and dance steps matched those in Aaliyah's video.
To honor the dorm for their achievement, the Ladies of Distinction were
thrown a victory banquet on Oct.28.
The other three dorms that competed were Eppse, Hale and Hankal Halls.
Second place went to Hankal who performed a dance routine.Third place went to
Eppse who did a musical presentation of The Wiz.
"We thought that everyone was creative in their skits," Oats said.
Overall, theeveningwas a reflection of the fun spiritof homecoming week as
the audience joined in on TSU cheers.
"It's something where everyone can get together, show off their talents and
have fun," sophomore Candace Morns said. •
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Newton was first Black Fat Joe promotes other artists on
Thuderbird pilot record label, Mystic
JL frnm nacp 1
from page 1 engineering to aviation," Newton said.
One thing that he stressed was the
, importance of the Air Force ROTC pro-
Another major accomphshment
that Newton made was being the first c a i , •. ..r
..... .. , tor the Armed Forces, he said. I like
Atrican-Amencan to loin the . c l j » . • , •
, . , , the concept of the program and I think It
Ihunderbirds, an airplane demonstra- u u j» ^ vt
^ „ should expand." Gen. Newton would
tion squad that does stunts. He compel- .
, , . . „ . "KG to see more slu
ed three times before becoming a mem- . , • I
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When Newton came back to the , i j u-such as leadershipcampus this year for the first time, he positions
was overwhelmed with the changes that f .u
, ^ ,, One of the most
TSU has gone through since his enroll-
mental the university.
"There was very little resemblance ^
and drastic contrast," Newton said. "I'm education. "Without
extremely proud of what the president ^ education
and his staff have accomplished."
During his stay in Nashville and
visit to the campus, Newton was
reminded of many fond memories that ., cnrr,-pH "
he experienced. He remembered being
on the drill team ofROTC and the foot- ^
ball games in Hale Stadium.
"Another fond memory is when I
visited my mentor Professor Preston
Stewart," Gen. Newlon said. He attrib-
uted the former industrial education jgU
professor with inspiring him to have a .".g^
career in the Air Force. take advantage of ail
When he started at TSU, he was educational
majoring inmechanical engineenng but rtunities at
soon changed to aviation and wanted to -pgu " Newton said
become a pilot. During the i960s, the ..j, p^^
school was one of the few campuses ji^jjends in the near
that had an aviation school. ^ ^
"I discovered aviation and thought
it was intriguing, and that's why I
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Joe alsohas hisown record company. Mystic, thatis distributed through Atlantic
Records. He noted thatyou can look for discs from Cuban Link, Armageddon, a Big
Punisher album and a Twinz album that features Joe and Pun together.
AsJoe left the Floyd-Payne Campus Center on that sunny afternoon, he talked about
Tennessee StateUniversity being a fun school to visit and said thata tourcould be expected
in the very near future. The tour is scheduled to feature Noreaga, Pun and Joe. •
In Many Companies It takes Years
To Prove You Can Lead...
Flowers from St. Loui.s, Mo.,said, "The program was beautiful.
\The choir and soloistssang well, and a spiritual movement took
place tonight. I'm so glad I was here to experience that."
"I think the overall purpose of the choir was fulfilled
tonight," said Deon Jackson, a member of the New Direction
Gospel Choir. "People's hearts were touched." •
Wilson crowned MIssTSU
from page 7
with plaques honoring their service and loyalty to their posi
tions. Wilson tearfully expressed her gratitude to God, her par
ents. family, administration and student body for having faith in
her abilities to represent the university as its queen. "Tiara
brought something to our hearts when she honored God, her
parents, and administration," Senator Harper said. •
WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a leader. But if
you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lotofhard work could make youan
Officer ofMarines. And Officer Candrdates Scrioof ^OCSJ is where you'll get the chance toprove
you've got what it takes tolead a life full ofexcitement, full of challenge M of honor. Anyone
can say they ve got whatit takes fo be a leader, we'll gtve you ten weeks to prove it for
more information call I-BOO-MARINES. orcontact us on the Internet at: www.Marines.com
Marmes
The Proad.
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Before 5a.m., some of us j|̂ i|[&
are still in deep slumber, but
Myra Jaye, comedian and radio
personality on the Tom Joyner
MorningShow, is upandabout.
Maicing people laugh early
in the morning can sometimes
bea task. "If one person laughs,
my work is done," Jaye said, ^bd
"I've done my job and that's
motivates
began her comedy
career one night on a date about
20 years ago. Her date took her
to The Comedy Store in Los '
Angeles which featured an all
male line up that night. Jaye commented that she
was "just as funny as those guys on stage." They
gave her a chance and she has been severing our
sides ever since.
"In the beginning, my biggest challenge was
being a minority. I was part of a society where men
were accepted in stand-up comedy," Jaye said.
"When I was coming
w /\ up, the only woman (in
f /\ comedy) that I can
remember was Moms
^ Mabley. Richard Pryor
pip was my inspiration and
uant Kiii Robin Harris took me
* J L- • "under his wings.
In comedy, some
the usage of profanity to per-
petuate the comical element,
but that's not the case.
"Everything has its place.
There are different types of
humor - funny is funny. If you
can work clean, definitely,
work Jaye said.
"Today, cursing is much more
excepted. The "great" comics
like Bill Cosby are not that
dirty. Somewhere down the
line you have to learn how to
work
Myra Jaye has written for
comedy shows like Martin
and Hanging With Mr.
PHOTO BY DANNY BROWN Cooper. She has also helped
with The United Negro
College Fund, the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation and
aspires to work in the community with women and
children.
In the future, expect to see
Jaye doing more projects in enter
tainment. "I love writing, I'll
probably pursue it. Maybe write a
book and a film," Jaye said. •










Buzzing in your ear
like the deadliest killer bee.
La the Darkman emerges
from the midst of the dark
est room, alley or subway to
deliver Heist ofthe Century.
Lason Jackson spent a
short tenure at Tennessee
State University majoring in
accounting. "It was beauti
ful going to school here. I
have 36 credits," La said. "I
plan on coming back and photo by john Carroll
getting my CPA."
The soon-to-be 22-year the Darkman
old artist professes that it
was hard trying to balance both a thriving music career and acade







The major concem of Court Villa resi
dents was being without a phone during an
emergency situation. Courtney McCoy, an
elementary education major from Athens,
Ga., said, "If an emergency occurred, we
would not have been able to call 911.
There's no public phone in CourtVilla. It's
not like we could just run to the pay
phone."
"If there was somebody getting bur
glarized or a girl getting raped, they had no
way of calling 911," said Keith Samuels, a
junior from Albany, Ga. "What if some
body got killed? How would you find out?
We couldn't even call the operator."
This is not the first time this communi
cation problem has occurred at CourtVilla.
"I remember it happening shortly before
classes started during Peer Counselors'
Week. It lastedfour days," said McCoy.
Malfunctioning phone lines are not a
new problem for the TSU campus, either.
Outside callers are unableto break through
the constant busy signals when calling on-
campus locations, including the Heiman
Street Apartment Complex. It has become a
common inconvenience at TSU.
"I was kind of upset [about the phone
problem], but this is TSU, so I just expect
it," said Sellers.
"I'm kind of used to experiencing
phone difficulties here," Wilkinson said.
"You can complain, but there's nothing else
you can do."
This ongoing problem has not been
directly addressed by the administration.
Dr. Anand Padmanabhan, director of
Communications and Information
Technologies Department, was unavailable
for comment at press time.
"I don't understand why they are
ignoring the problem," Hooker said.
Concerned students see an immediate
need for change. They offered their advice
on how the situation could be better han
dled in the future. "Basically, they should
notify us of what's going on and
maybe...have some type of assistance (for
the students)," McCoy said.
"It's really a hindrance in terms of not
having adequate phone systems,"
Wilkinson said. "If they (the administra
tion) see there is a malfunction in the tele
phones, they need to check with the phone
services to make sure no shortcomings hap
pen in the future." •
Noon Day 2pm-6pm - M-F $9.00
Twilight 6pm-11 pm - M-F $9.00
Midnight 11pm-4am - M-F $9.50
Pre-load 1:30anri-6:30am - M-F $9.50
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Students play large part in
planning concert
from page 9
Appearing next was> Southern Way
Entertainment's 27-year old, talented,
handsome and sexy' Shannon Sanders. The
overall performance was sensational.
Sanders, who once attended TSU and
played in the band for three years, opened
with one of the famous TSU chants,
"Talkin' out the Side of Your Neck,"
which got the crowd on Us feet.
Sanders was "GQ Smooth" with his
black velvet pants and green and black
striped shirt. Sanders ended his set with
the silky-sounding "Hustler for Life" from
his debut CD, Outia Nowhere.
"The crowd received me well. They
were very open minded and patient to lis
ten," Sanders said. He was very apprecia
tive and thankful for the crowd's open
arms. Returning home to TSU was refur
bishing for Sanders. "I had the chance to
see the old and the new," Sanders said.
"It's good to see changes made for the bet
ter."
After a long and drawn out interlude,
one of the most anticipated acts took stage
- Goodie Mob. Cameron "Big Gipp" Gipp,
Thomas "Cee-Lo" Burton, Robert "T-Mo"
Barnett and Willie "Khujo" Knighton
delivered some dirty, down south-flavored
soul for the Goodie-hungry crowd when
they performed "Soul Food" and
"Beautiful Skin." They took it back to the
old school with "Get Up, Get Out" from
Oulkast's freshman CD,
Southemplayalisticadillacmuzik.
Goodie scolded the crowd for not
joining in on "Soul Food," but returned
seconds later with the dance anthem
"They Don't Dance No Mo'."
"I enjoy listening to old soul, trip hop
... all expressions of music," Cee-Lo said
after their performance. "We are working
on some solo projects, another album and
hopefully a movie." Acting is not some
thing Goodie wants to do right now. "We
still have a lot of music left in us, so that
won't be happening anytime soon," he
said.
Before the concert, one of Jon B.'s
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Big Gipp of Goodie Mob rocks the crowd at the Homecoming concert.
friends reflected on him. "He's real cool
and nice to work with. Jon is a very com
passionate person," Kenneth H. Williams,
Jon B.'s Audio Engineer, said. "He's not
on a star trip, he's all about the music."
Wearing a white leather coat, black
shirt, black pants and black sunglasses,
Jon B. had full cooperation from the
ladies. He took the crowd back with the
soulful sounds of "Ready or Not" by After
7. Jon then teased the crowd for a few sec
onds while he toyed with the piano.
He performed several songs that
everyone yearned to hear including, "They
Don't Know," a funky remix of "Are U
Still Down?" and "Say I Do."
Inspiration comes in various forms
for the 23-year-old balladeer. "I write on
the road and at home in my studio," Jon
said. "I also collaborate with my band
members for some of the sultry sounds
heard at my concerts."
Some of Jon's musical influences are
Slevie Wonder, The Bee Gees, Mint
Condition, D'Angelo and Babyface.
"Working with Babyface was a blessing
from God, he is an amazing person," Jon
said.
When he first emerged on the music
scene, he did a little modeling. "Modeling
made my image look good, but 1 wouldn't
do it again," he said. "I also have no inter
est in acting. Music is my life."
The tall, slender singer expressed an
interest in working with Lauryn Hill,
Erykah Badu and Eric Benet. "I want to
work with people who have an old school
sound," Jon said.
Jon mendoned that if he was not a
musician, he would be pursuing a college
degree. "I would be going to school, he
said. "I don't know what my major would
be, but it would probably be music." It is
obvious that music is in his blood and
nothing can take that away from him. His
overall performance was breathtaking and
truly something special.
Reminiscing back on the 1995 con
cert, The Show, one student expressed her
sadsfaction in the selection of performers.
''The Show was the best concert. Wu Tang
Clan was off the hook," Denika Stewart, a
1997 TSU graduate said.
"This year the university paid for the
concert," Burnett said. "They pulled
money from sources including SUBG,
Student Government Association and
Cultural Affairs.
"The university should have been
promoting the concerts a long time ago,"
Burnett said. "If so, students would be
more confident with the system and the
university would profit."
Burnett stated that the apprehension
of students to purchase tickets could be a
direct reflection of past problems.
Although The Show concert may have
been one of the best, according to Stewart,
but chao.s and confu.sion at the event
caused it to end prematurely. Last year's
concert was scheduled to include Tela and
Camp Lo with Rakim headlining. That
show was canceled due to contractual
problems.
This year's show had its share of set
backs: a late start, two no-show groups
and disorderly attendants, but it faired alot
better than those of the past.
"1 give the show four thumbs up. It
was an outstanding show," Lee Franklin,
23-year-old political science major, said.
'The acts did a great job." •
iElje Jlleter Arts & Entertainment
Writer Sparkle Davis and A & E Editor
Keith Barbee contributed to this article.
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Aspiring to become a solo artist,
Tamara Smith, a I9-year-o]d Tennessee
State University freshman from Nashville,
Tenn., has recorded tracks for Kenny
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Smith left all butterflies at home
when she auditioned for Austin. "I was
somewhat nervous, but thanks to a previ
ous encounter with him at a birthday party
I attended for TLC's Chilli, my nervous
ness was calm and controlled," Smith
said.
Smith gives credit to those who have
inspired her. "My favorite singer is Lena
Home and my favorite song is Gladys
Knight's version of "I Will Survive."
Smith also idolizes her mother who sung
with the Bobby Jones Gospel Choir.
Like mother like daughter. Smith's
vocal resume includes participation in
Rose, a female vocal group containing
five members of the TSU family.
Smith recalls the initial shaky feel
ings her mother had toward her interest.
Like any concerned parent, Patricia
Hayden worried about her daughter's aca
demic studies. Eventually she felt com
fortable and allowed her daughter to par
ticipate, as long as it did not interfere with
her grades. "I thought it would happen
overnight but it didn't," Smith said.
"To make it in this business, it takes a
lot of hard work and you have to invest a
lot of time and dedication."
"God is the head of my talent," Smith
said. "I thank God for the talent he has
given me and I will use it to praise and
worship him." Smith has also created a
name for herself in her church choir and as
a charter member of her high school
gospel choir. The Pearls Of Joy. This
choir was started at Nashville's Pearl-
Cohn High School. The choir staned with
nine people and has grown to include 50
members.
As a TSU"sophisticated lady," Smith
spends her time studying and preparing
for her career. She encourages anyone
interested in the industry to look inside
themselves and keep it real. " Keep doing
what you have to do and don't give up or
get discouraged," she said.
Look for Ms. Smith teaching second
grade students and female vocalist Jordan
(Smith's stage name) performing on Soul
Train. •
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Tamara Smith
Former TSU student describes debut
album as 'fruit basket' of variety
from page 11
mics. "I was on tour with the Wu, doing
Freaknik and stuff," La said. "I was signed
to a major label, but I was a good student."
Fate led La to meet and work with
many people. One such person is Carlos
"Six July" Broady who co-executive pro
duced La's CD and produced the singles "24
Hrs. to Live" by Mase, "What's Beef by
Notorious B.I.G. and L.L. Cool J.'s
"4,3,2,1" remix. "He's nice. I met him while
I was in school," La said.
La and "Six July" seem to compliment
each other as they learn from one another. "I
was more rough, he was down south
smooth," La said of Broady who is from
Memphis, Tenn. "He made me more well-
rounded. He gave me more maturity."
La raved about Broady's talent. "He can
flip underground, pop and booty shake," La
said. "He (Broady) can play mad instru
ments." Many artists are in conflict over
street credibility as opposed to commercial
success, not La. "'I want it all,' that was my
first joint. When you sign a contract, it's all
commercial," La said. "You're obligated to
yourself to sell."
La stated that he had a 50/50 relation
ship with the industry. "50 percent is the
love and the art and 50 percent is the eco
nomic side," La said. He explained that his
love used to be 100 percent and that is why
ittook so long for him to arrive at this point.
"My understanding is deadly now. Some
rush into it," La said. "Underground is just
kats who haven't surfaced."
La hasbeenwriting sincehe was 11."I
was a poet, I wasn't rocking mics," he said.
"The rhyming just manifest itself, I've been
doing this since I was a kid." La had 100
percent control of his debut disc which
should drop Nov. 17 or Jan. 19. "People
gave me advice, that's the jewel," he said.
"It's a blessing that I understand it (the
music industry) like that."
The album features heavy-hitters like
Ghostface Killah of the Wu-Tang Clan,
Atlantic recording artist Maia Campbell and
Havoc of Mobb Deep. Production credits go
to such talent as DJ Muggs of Cypress Hill,
Wu-Tang's R2A and Broady.
La describes his album as a fruit basket
filled with 18joints of variety, from pineap
ples, mango to papaya. He mentioned that
90s Black music lacked originality and cre
ativity. "I let everybody do what they do and
I do what I do," La said.
He compared the music industry to that
of basketball. "It's like Michael Jordan in
basketball. A lot of kats got contracts, but
they're trash," he said. "(Allen) Iverson's
the man, Shaq's (O'Neal) the man. Some
people don't have champ quality."
La keeps Wu-Tang, Biggie, Jay Z, Nas,
Mobb Deep and Jermaine Dupri in heavy
rotation in his disc changer. "You must have
a vocabulary and terminology for me to lis
ten," he said.
La stated that what you know will make
you rich and what you don't will get you
killed. With destiny in his hands, this
Darkman can expect to see nothing but
light. •
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Yankees do it again!
Ballclub captures its
24th Worid Series titie
By Anthony J. Miller
Sports Writer
After a series filled with high adren
aline, great catches and even greater hits,
the New York Yankees have once again
captured professional baseball's most
prestigious award, the World Series title.
In a season filled with excitement
and record-breaking feats, from Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa's home run
chase of Roger Maris' 61-home run
record over 30 years old, to "Iron Man"
Cal Ripken deciding to end his consecu
tive games played streak, perhaps one of
the most underrated achievements of this
season was the record-setting 125 total
wins accomplished by the New York
Yankees, the best ever in baseball history.
The San Diego Padres, led by reli
able ace pitcher Kevin Brown, had high
hopes of upsetting the Yankees, but after
the final ground-out in the bottom of the
ninth inning, courtesy of the Padres'
Mark Sweeney, their hopes were crushed
and the Yankees' entire bench rushed the
field.
Joe Torre, the Yankees' team manag
er, was elated as he led his ballclub to
their second World Series title this
decade.
Neither he, nor any of the other
Yankee players could contain themselves
as they finished off their record-setting
season with a four-game sweep of the
World Series.
"People associate the Yankees with
baseball," said Torre in a post-game inter
view. "Even if you don't watch baseball,
you know the Yankees."
In the Yankees' locker room, both
players and owners popped the cham
pagne corks and shed tears as they were
presented with their trophy.
Other awards were also presented as
Andy Pelitte received Game Four Player
of the Game honors and Scott Brosius
was named World Series MVP.
Now, the New York Yankees can
finally take time to digest all the excite
ment of winning the World Series as they
conclude the 1998 season with a total
record of 125-50, a truly remarkable feat.
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Running back Dejuan Marshall makes a run against UT-Martin.
Tigers strip Eastern iliinois of OVC lead
By Sean Livingson
Sports Writer
The Tennessee State Tigers, fresh off a
homecoming whipping of UT-Martin, rode
the momentum from that game to upset the
Ohio Valley Conference's top team.
Eastern Illinois 27-21.
The Tigers(6-2,4-1 OVC) overcame a
sluggish start in the first half, trailing 21-0
at halftime, to win their fourth straight
game and take sole possession of the OVC
lead.TSU scored on its first three posses
sions of the second half and took the lead
for good on Lagarius Jermings 30-yard
fumble return for a touchdown.
The Tigers now need to win their final
two OVC games versus Tennessee
Tech(Nov. 7) and Murray State(Nov. 14) to
clinch the automatic berth in the Division
I-AA playoffs as the OVC representative.
Congratulations to the Tigers on the
big win, and support TSU in their final
three games. •
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Tennessee State University's home
coming theme "On The Wings Of A New
Millennium" took flight at the annual home
coming parade on the morning of Oct. 24.
The crowd spanned from D.B Todd by
Citizens Bank and proceeded down to John
Merritt Blvd. and 33rd St. to celebrate the
ongoing tradition of homecoming at TSU.
Shirley D.Crutcher, a Nashvillian who
has attended the parade since the age of 15
remembers when it used to be downtown on
4th, 5th, Jefferson St. and proceededall the
way to TSU.
"My friends and I used to stand at i2th
and Jefferson every year and watch the
parade," Crutcher said. "The band would
play and the music wasso colorful, but with
eachgeneration it has changed and the stuff
that is played now is more upbeat." Hair
salons, dockers, high schools, TSU organi
zations and many other community based
organizations were represented in this
year's parade.
Sydney McClain, a Nashville resident
and longtime supporter of TSU,said,"I like
the spirit Imd fellowship among Black peo
ple that is present at the parade each year."
McClain, who decided tobe a vender for the
first time this year, sold TSU t-shirts, hats
and pillows that she made.
Many venders like McClain were pre
sent selling doughnuts, fish, sandwiches,
hot dogs and other various food items and
clothing. Nashvillian Abdur All, who has
been selling t-shirts for over 10 years as a
self enterprise, said, "Every year the atten
dance of people at the parade increases with
even more energy and excitement as TSU
supporters anticipate the big homecoming
game."
Students of the past and present were in
attendance as old friends reunited and new
ones were made. TSU alumnae Ednaearle
Bumey said, "I love to come outevery year
to the parade and see all ofthe bands, espe
cially the TSU band."
The crowd danced to the beat of the
bands and waved at the participants, while
the children were excited by the sight of
cartoon characters like Elmo and Snoopy.
The presence of Mr. and Miss TSU
1998-99, Reginald "Cool Mill"Shareefand
Tiara "Lady" Wilson brought pride and
honor from the crowd as the paradecame to
a halt at appproximately 11:35 a.m .
Sonya Smith, director of Court Villa,
said, "It is nice to see such harmony among
Black people with no fussing and fighting."
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Tryouts bring hopes of promising season
By George Reddick
Sports Writer
As tryouts end, another season is about
to begin for the '98-99 Tiger basketball
team.
Five walk-ons felt they qualified at the
Oct. 26 tryouts. "We lost two seniors,
Kareem Gilbert and Seth Huber," Coach
Frankie Allen said. "We were looking for
some good, all around people that could
help the team."
Injuries and a young team were crucial
factors last season. Although Tennessee
State University had a 13-16 record overall,
they still made it to the third round of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. "We
have a good opportunity to regain the OVC
title, if things fall in place," Coach Allen
said.
The things that need to fall in place are
better rebounding defensively and offen
sively, making those crucial free throws and
lowering turnovers. These things have killed
the Tigers in crucial games.
In the six years that Franklin W. Allen
has been coach, he has had a record of 83-
87. Under his leadership, the TSU Tigers
were OVC Champions two years in a row
and made two trips to the NCAA
Tournament.
There are IS team members this year,
with 12 on scholarship. There are two
seniors, Jason Johnson and Brian Williams.
Johnson, a 6'8" center from Dyersburg,
Tenn., is a powerhouse and has proven to be
a reckoning force.
With good scoring ability, an above
average free throw percentage and uncom
promising skills on the boards, he will be an
effective player.
The three new members on the team are
Demario Jones, 6'7" forward from Atlanta,
Ga.; Ralph Martin, a 6'8" forward from
Atlanta and Corey Williams, a 6'7" forward
from New Orleans.
Thomas Hunter, Marc Joffe and Shane
Carey are new additions to the coaching
staff. Hunter is a graduate of Illinois State
University and was assistant coach at Carl
Albert State University in Okla. Joffe was
assistant coach at Morehead State in Ky.
Carey was an assistant at Southeast
Louisiana University in La.
The 26 game schedule includes games
against the University of Tennessee-
Knoxville and the University of Kentucky
featuring more home games with earlier
times.
The 1998-99 TSU basketball team will
have the Blue and White Game on Nov. 6. •
Ufi e-n iUteck.
Tigers on their way to OVC championship
from page 9
belli.
Whether or not they win the OVC remains to be seen, but for one night the Tigers
had an aire of invincibility and graced W.J. Hale Stadium with its final homecoming game




By Anthony J. Miller
Sports Writer
Boxing is the one sport that defines
the measure of a champion.
Mike lyson is said to have defined
the sport of boxing and is the living
embodiment of everything that is boxing.
In a sport as difficult to maintain
greatness as boxing, Tyson has proven
himself to be nothing short of the great
est to ever step into the ring.
Bom on June 30,1966, on the streets
of Brooklyn, N.Y., Michael Gerard
Tyson, arguably has experienced more in
his 32 years than most experience in a
lifetime.
Bobby Stewart, a local social work
er, was the first to realize Tyson's abili
ties and intensity, so he brought him to
the late Constantine "Cus" D'Amato,
beloved manager, boxing legend and
young Tyson's future foster parent.
Trained in the art of boxing, Tyson
was able to find purpose in his life, and to
see how powerful and intense he was as
D'Amato entered him into the Amateur
boxing ranks.
There, Tyson would post an out
standing amateur record of 24-3, but two
controversial losses to Henry Tillman
spoiled any chances Tyson had of com
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This turned out to be a minor disap
pointment because on March 6, 1985,
Tyson turned professional, becoming an
instant success in the ring.
In his first-ever professional bout,
Tyson recorded a first-round knockout
over Hector Mercedes, a fight that set a
precedent for future opponents who
entered the ring.
At the end of his first year, Tyson
was 15-0, 15 knockouts, and two years
later, after winning his first 27 fights, he
finally received the opportunity to com
pete for the World Boxing Council
(WBC) title against Trevor Berbick.
Less than six minutes into the fight,
Mike Tyson was the WBC champion at
the record-setting age of 20.
Tyson's motivation would not end
here. His goal was to unify all three title
belts, a feat that had last been accom
plished by Muhammad Ali.
On March 7, 1987, Tyson defeated
James "Bonecrusher" Smith in 12
rounds, capturing the second phase of his
goal, the World Boxing Association
(WBA) title.
Less than five months later, on
August 1, 1987, a victory over Tony
Tucker gave Tyson the International
Boxing Federation (IBF) title, uniting
all three belts and making "Iron" Mike
Tyson the undefeated, undisputed heavy
weight, champion of the world at the
young age of 21.
Although three defeats and several
brushes with the law have since some
what tarnished his name and removed his
belts, Tyson is still the true definition of
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Be sure to visit your TSU Career Center in the
Floyd-Payne Campus Center (Suite 304)
for more information on November 1998 Recruitment
